
Why is Christianity so Exclusive?, 1Tim.2:1-7 
Why: Questions for Christians #9

✦Intro: James Emery White summarized: “one of the most 

pervasive, fundamental convictions of contemporary American 

society: All roads lead to God, and to say that one way is right 

and all the other ways are wrong is narrow-minded, bigoted and 

prejudicial. What is true for you is true for you, and what is true 

for me is true for me. Searching for God is like climbing a 

mountain. Since everyone knows there is not just one way to 

climb a mountain – mountains are too big for that – each person 

can choose from a number of paths. All the ideas about God 

contained in the various religions of the world are just different 

ways up the mountain. In fact, though different religions have 

different names for God, the names all refer to the same God.”  

In a word the modern thinker wants pluralism: the idea that 

many contradicting propositions can be equally true.  But they 

cannot be.  You can say that somebody is right and somebody is 

wrong, or say that everyone is wrong, but you can't say that 

everybody believes basically the same thing. That would be 

intellectually dishonest. 

✦For example, the pluralist maintains that Muslim’s faith is true 

for him and the Christians is true for him. But these teach 

mutually exclusive things: Christians believe Jesus is God.  

Muslims do not and see him as a prophet, not even as great as 

Mohammad.  Or take the latest politically correct confusion; 

gender is a psychic, not a physical state.  If you have a boys body 

but you think you are a girl, hey it’s true for you.  If you appeal to 
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science that a boy is a boy down to his very cells, remarkably 

today you may be deemed “intolerant”.  Likewise, if you maintain 

that there is a right answer to the human problem (a true 

religion) you are labeled intolerant. In the midst of all this 

modernity the Christian faith maintains that in fact all religions 

are not true, and that the Gospel of Jesus Christ is in fact the only 

mountain one can climb that leads up to God and salvation.  

Everyone else is climbing a different mountain where God is not.  

Why? 

✦1.  Christianity is intellectually exclusive because truth is 

exclusive. Let me explain the obvious for a moment.  

✦A. To assert any intelligent truth at all, is by definition to be 

intolerant of all other answers.  To be simplistic, if the square root 

of 9 is 3, then the square root of 9 is, by definition, NOT 4.  Truth. 

If a child has the plumbing of a boy and every cell in his body has 

an X and a Y chromosome, it reveals he is a boy, and NOT a girl 

which would have 2 X chromosomes.  If George Washington was 

our first president, then it cannot be true that Thomas Jefferson 

was the first president.  But then you knew this already.  Truth is 

alway exclusive.  Truth is discriminating.  Truth is not pluralistic. 

Truth is not relative.  It is what it is. [Now society can be 

exclusive or inclusive; more on that in a moment, but truth 

cannot be.] 
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✦v4 tells us that God wants all peoples to come to a 

knowledge of the truth! We should observe here that Paul is 

talking about “all men” without distinction, not “all men” 

without exception.  The context of his letter shows he is 

thinking of other nations and cultures, people from all 

countries, traditions, cultures –they all need Jesus.  Ie, 

doesn’t matter if they were raised Muslim or Zoroasterian, 

they all need to one truth. Look…  

✦In chapter 1, he speaks about those teaching false 

doctrines (3) and the need for “sound doctrine” (10),  

✦In chapter two he encourages prayer across the 

board, for everyone, “kings” and those in authority. Not 

“the king”, but kings. That’s more than one sovereign 

territory, isn’t it? (1-2)  He also speaks of the true faith 

he is called to preach to the other nations (v7 

“gentiles”). 

✦Verse 5 tells us that there is only one God (btw, that 

would mean all other gods are “false” gods, untrue), 

and that there is only one mediator/go-between/

interface with God, Jesus the Messiah.  

✦So Paul is saying here that there is a true religion that all kinds 

of men, all nations of men need need to know the true religion! 

Jesus said the same thing himself.  

✦“Thomas said to him, “Lord, we don’t know where you are going, so 

how can we know the way?” Jesus answered, “I am the way and the 
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truth and the life. No-one comes to the Father except through me. If 

you really knew me, you would know my Father as well. From now on, 

you do know him and have seen him.” Philip said, “Lord, show us the 

Father and that will be enough for us.” Jesus answered: “Don’t you 

know me, Philip, even after I have been among you such a long time? 

Anyone who has seen me has seen the Father. How can you say, ‘Show 

us the Father’?” John 14:5-9, NIV. 

✦Peter preached the same thing:  
✦“Salvation is found in no-one else, for there is no other name under 

heaven given to men by which we must be saved.”” Acts 4:12, NIV. 

✦Note: This was a Roman saying used of Caesar at the time! 

✦B. So it’s true, Christianity is intellectually intolerant, but so is 

every other well-formed religion.  Islam is intolerant.  It says 

Jesus is not God, note even that great a prophet. Jehovah’s 

Witnesses say the same.   Christianity says he’s the very Creator 

himself!   Hinduism is intolerant. Some branches of it don’t even 

believe there is such thing as a “god”.   And all the people 

condemning the intolerant are also intolerant.  They are after all, 

not tolerating the intolerant folk they disagree with, aren’t they?  

Everyone who wishes to assert something is in fact true, must be 

intolerant. 

✦Nowhere in life does the idea that “truth is relative” match up 

with experience, yet the majority of Americans espouse this 

fallacy.  

✦2.  Where does such confusion?  How did we get here? A huge 

misconception on this topic is that intellectual intolerance is 
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incompatible with social tolerance.  That is simply not true.  

While Christianity is intellectually intolerant, it is also 

socially tolerant.  Social tolerance means we “allow, put up 

with, civilly coexist with (tolerate) people who don’t agree with 

us, or believe like us, or aren’t like us.  In does not mean we 

accept other answers for truth.  Significantly, social tolerance is a 

Christian trait bred in Americans who very easily forget where it 

came from.  

✦In his Farewell Address (September 19, 1796), President 

Washington told the nation: “Of all the dispositions and 

habits which lead to political prosperity, Religion and 

morality are indispensable supports.” John Adams claimed 

that “the general principles on which the fathers achieved 

independence were the general principles of Christianity.” 

✦All other nations do not agree with the freedoms we are 

accustomed to.  In China Christianity does not enjoy the same 

legal status as Buddhism.  Just a few months ago one of the 

largest Christian churches was boarded up for refusing to let the 

government put video cameras in the building.  Muslim cultures 

are not socially tolerant of other religions. People are flat out 

being killed today for being Christian, whereas Christians refuse 

to kill people for having a different belief.  Gays suing Christian 

bakeries for not making them a cake are being both intellectually 

intolerant AND socially intolerant. But Christianity is the 

foundation that gave birth to a land of toleration and ethnic 
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pluralsim, where you could be free to believe a different religion, 

hold even many confused moral practices, not because all of it 

was right, but because Christ taught that all nations are created 

by one God, loved, and dignified by that God.  And that all men 

are created equal, endowed by the same creator with life and 

liberty. 

✦B. There is something else we must be sure to point out to our 

friends who wonder about Christianity being exclusive.  In truth 

Christianity is inclusive in multiple ways.   

✦1)It is inclusive of all nationalities of people (as our text 

demonstrates).  

✦2) The Christian family knows no economic barriers.  The 

rich worship sitting right next to those without nearly as 

much, if they take Jesus seriously, they share with them too.  

The Roman culture was inclusive of any religion, everyone 

had their own god and there were many. Yet the Roman 

culture was brutal, the rich were hugely divided from the 

poor.  Hinduism supports a cast system where you are 

expected to remain in the economic class you were born 

into. 

✦3) The Christian family has led the way in the world of 

adoption, and the value life.  Roman culture habitually left 

unwanted infants on the rocks of a river to die, it treated 

women as second class, and human life was easily 

dispensable.  It was the Christians who would take the 
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abandoned babies home and raise them.  It was the 

Christians who raised the level of respect for women to an 

equal place in marriage.  

✦4) The Church allows unethical, sinful, and unkind people 

into it’s fellowship.  In the Christian faith, you don’t become 

a member after a certain level of moral behavior, or reaching 

a certain level of knowledge. In other words, you don’t have 

to be a good person to be welcomed in. In fact, as Tim Keller 

puts it, “Christians should expect to find nonbelievers who 

are much nicer, kinder, wiser, and better than they are. 

Why?  Christian believers are not accepted by God because 

of their moral performance, wisdom, or virtue, but because 

of Christ’s work on their behalf.” The Church of Jesus is not a 

place for good people!  It’s a place for bad people who know 

it and want mercy.  

✦Conclusion:   

✦Lets concludes with some applications of what we’ve been 

thinking about.   

✦1) When faced with the plurality of many religious options 

in the world, people often find it easier to say that everyone 

is right.  This is lazy and not even smart.  Per J.E.White, the 

fact remains a test may be multiple-choice, but that does 

not mean it has multiple answers. If you have fallen into a 

chasm in the wilderness and there is a way out it is 

imperative that you find it.  There could be thousands of 
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people in that chasm all of whom are sure they know a way 

out.  It will not help you merely to believe there are many 

ways out.  You must find one that gets you out and take it.  

Most folks who think everyone is right have no idea what 

anyone believes, not even themselves.  I urge you not to be 

one of them.  Now the best option is to follow the way of 

someone who has gotten out and come back to tell you 

about it. Point: search for the truth. 

✦The human chasm is death.  We shall all fall into it.  

None of our race has ever gotten out, except one.  His 

name is Jesus. This tells you Christianity is not based 

on ideas or speculation, but on the actual historical 

event of someone getting out of the grave. 

✦2) If the only way to God is by the forgiveness of our sins 

through Jesus, then you and I shall have to readily admit 

our sins to continue to appreciate his mercy.  This makes the 

Christian Church a place where arrogance has no place.  

Paul himself in 1Timothy 1:15 refers to himself as the worst 

of the worst.  If you think you are a Christian because you 

are a pretty good person, you are not a Christian at all. As 

has been historically noted, the Church is a place where one 

beggar tells another beggar where to find bread. 

✦3) If all people everywhere must look to Christ as the one 

God who holds salvation in his hand, then we need to tell 

them about it.  If God has sheep in the pens of all other 
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nations, then we are responsible to help them find their 

shepherd. 

✦4) If we are to help anyone find the truth and live, we 

must stop being lazy about our faith and do the hard work of 

investigating the whole deal (apologetics).  If you are a 

follower of Jesus,  you have a responsibility to know the 

teachings Muslim co-worker believes and then to have 

respectful and intelligent discussions about it.  

✦5) When you share your faith, look for points of 

intersection.  If every human being is indeed made in the 

image of God, authentic traces of him can be found in all 

cultures, and even in other religions!  As C. S. Lewis once 

observed, "If you are a Christian you do not have to believe 

that all the other religions are simply wrong all through… If 

you are a Christian, you are free to think that all those 

religions contain at least some hint of the truth.”  (A false 

religion may also teach you to be honest, and to love your 

children.) Look for the hints, and then point them toward the 

true good news of Christ!
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